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1. INTRODUCTION.

In John Searle's Chinese -Room thought experiment. Searle. who knows neither written nor spoken Chinese. is locked in a
room supplied with instructions in English that provide an algorithm allegedly for understanding written Chinese. Native
Chinese speakers outside the room pass questions written in Chinese characters into the room; Searle uses these symbols. otherwise
meaningless to him, as input and, following onl y the algorithm. produces. as output, answers written in Chinese characters, pass
ing them back to the native spea k ers. The "answers . .. are absolutely indistinguishable from those of native Chinese speakers"
(Sea r le 1980: 418 ). The experiment is used to support the following argument:

[J) still don't understand a w ord of Chinese and neither does any other digital computer because all the com puter has is
what I ha ve: a formal program that a tt aches no meaning, interpretation , or content to any of the symbols. [Therefore.]
. . . no formal program bv itself is sufficient for understanding .. . . (Searle 1982: 5,)
Manv han disagreed over what Searle's argument is designed to show. The version I have just cited is clearly invalid: At most,
the thought experiment might show that that particular program is insufficient for understanding, but not that a program that did
attach meaning , interpretation. or content to the symbols could not understand. Such an attachment would also take the f orm of
an algorithm (cL Rapaport. forthcoming). But Searle denies this stronger claim. too:
I see no reason in principle why we couldn't give a machine the capacity to understand English or Chinese, since in an
important sense ou r bodies with our brains are precisel y such machines. But . . . we could not give such a thing to a
machine .. . [whose] operation ... is defined solely' in terms of computational processes over formally defined elements.
(Searle 1980: 422; cf ~ also. the "r obot replv", p. 420,)
And this is so because "onlv something having the same ca usa l powers as brains can have intentionality" (Searle 1980: 423). These
causal powers are due to the (human) brain's "biological ( i.e. chemical and physical ) structure" (Searle 1980: 422 ). The biological
stance taken by Searle is essential: Fill' even a simulated human brain "made entirel y of old beer cilllS . . . rigged up to levers and
powered by windmills" would not real l v exhibit intentionality (Searle 1982: 4), even though It appeared to. Searle, however, does
not specify precisely what these causal powers are, a nd this is the biggest gap in his argument.
However , in hi s book, intentionality. Searle tells us that "mental states are both caused by the opera tions of the brain and
realized in the structure of the brain" (Searle 198.1: 2(5 ). so w e might hope to find an explication of these causal powers here.
Indeed , a careful ana lvsis of these two notions reveals (1) what the requisite ca usal powers are. (2 ) what is wrong with Searle's
claim a bou t mental sta tes, and (,I) what is wrong with his overall argument.
Moreover, it is consisten t with my analysis that some intentional phenomena, e.g.• pain and other qual ia or "feels", need not
be functionally describable. hut. rather, might be the results of physical or chemical properties of the entitv that experiences them.
However, though these phenomena need not be functionally describable, thev ver y' well might be.
"i,v theorv, in rough outline, is this: Consider Searle's beer-can -and -windmill simulation of a human brain. programmed to
sunu t
thirst. Searle sa vs that it is not thirsty. We might repl y that perhaps it feels simulated thirst; and we might then go on
t" \\( -der If simulated thirst is thirst. Even better. we should say that it simulatedly feels simulated thirst. Similarly, the
Chmese computer svstern simu latedly understands simulated Chinese. But, so goes my theory, the simulated feeling of simulated
thirst is thirst . and simulated understanding is understanding. The differences between such simulations and the "real" thing-or,
more to the pouit . the hamall thing -lie in their ph y sical make -up. The tl -rst implemented in the beer-can computer may not
"feel" the w a y that thirst Implemented in a human feels (what, after all, is it like to be a thirstv beer-can computer"), but they
are both thirst . And so f ill' understunding.

2. QUESTIONS ABOUT CA USATION AND REALIZATION.
We need to clarrfv what Searl e means by "causation" and "realization". In the passage cited above , he says that it is brain

operations that cause mental states. whereas it is brain structure that realizes them. This difference proves important. Yet, ear
lier in l ntentionulit y. Searle answers the "ontological " question, "What is the mode of existence of . .. Intentional states?" in two
wa ys : bv sa ying that the v "are both caused by and realized in [a] the structure of the brain" and [b]"the neurophysiology of the
brain" (Searle 198.1: 15 . my italics).
But which is it? Operations and structure are. arguably, things that can be shared bv brains and beer-can contraptions.
Since Searle clearl v does not want to commit himself to that, the answer must be neurophvsiclogv. Verv well, then. What does
Searle mean when he savs that inte ntionalit v is caused by the neurophysiologv of the brain? He means that "Intentional states
stand in causal rel ations to the ncuroph vsiological" (Searle 198.1: 15). But what does that mean?
And what does Searle mean when he says that intc nuonalit v is realized ill the neurophysiologv of the brain? I shall argue
that he means that it is "implemented" in th e brain, using a som ewhat technical sense belonging to the computational theory of
abstract data types; bu t that theor v is more complex than <;ca rle rca l izes.
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3. DATA ABSTRACTION AND IMPLEMENTATION.
Computer programs describe actions to be performed on objects (cf', Lecarme 19fs.l: 60-61). The actions are expressed in
terms of the operations of the particular programming language used, and the objects are represented by data structures, each of
which must be constructed out of the data structures available in the particular prog ramming language. Data st ruct ures can be
classified into different data types. An abstract data type is a formal (i.e., mathematical or abstract) data structure. together with
various characteristic operations that can be performed on it (cf', Aho et al. 1983: 10-14). An implementation of an abstract data
type is (usually) an actual data structure in a program, that plays the role of the abstract data t ype . This characterization is
admittedly rough. but will serve my present purposes.
An example should help. A stack is an abstract data type consisting of potentially infinitely many items of information
(Mdata") arranged (Mstructured") in such a w.ay that new items are added onl y to the "top" of the stack and an item can be
retrieved only if it is on the top. The usual image is th at of a stack of cafeteria trays-the last item put on the stack is the first to
come off. The programming language Pascal does not have stacks as a built-in dat a type, but they can be implemented in Pascal by
arrays. which are built in . Unlike a stack, an item can be added to or removed from any cell of an array: But if one steadfastly
refuses to do that and steadfastly treats an array in a last-in/first -out manner, then it is, for all practical purposes, a stack. Indeed,
real stacks of cafeteria trays are more like arrays than stacks.
The relation between an abstract data type and a n im plement at ion of it is reminiscent of that between an Aristotelian
genus or species and an individual of that genus or species, and implementation is reminiscent of instantiation-but not exactly:
An Aristotelian individual has essential properties, narnclv, those had bv the species to which it belongs. Its accidental properties
are those that differentiate it from other ind iv idua ls of its species.
But, whereas a stack has a top essentiall y, an arra y has one on ly accldentallv. And two implementations of a stack can
differ in more than merel y accidental ways: Array's are essential ly different from linked lists, yet both can implement stacks.
And stacks are essentially different from queues, yet arrays can implement th em both.
These differences arise from the fact that not all properties of an abstract data type need be "inherited" by an implernenta
tion, nor does the abstract data type have to have all th e essentia l properties of its implementation. For instance, stacks are
infinite; arrays in Pascal are finite and of fixed size. Ar ra vs th at im plement stacks cun be accessed in the m iddle (even if they
shouldn't be); stacks cannot. Fin all y, one a bst ract dat a tvpe can im plem ent an other. Th us. e.g., the abstract data type sequence can
be implemented by the abstract data tvpe linked list . wru ch, 111 turn. ca n he implemented bv symbolic expressions in LISP. These
can be thought of eithe r as .1 "rea !" implementation, or as ve t .m uthe r abstra ct d" til t vpe ult imate l v to he implemented by elec
tronic signals in a computer.
Since these notions play' an important role in my' theor v, " Ie w applicati ons of them to other areas may prove helpful. In
doing this, I shall be liken in g certain things to abstract dat a types; I do not intend to argue th at a ll of these th ings are abstract
datu tvpes (although some ar e). Consequen t ly, I shall use terms such as Abstraction to refer to the general category of such
th ings.
When YOU "l isten to music" on a record. are you really listening to music or merely to a recording--a simulation-of music?
Clearl y, both. because recordings of music are music. A musical score is an Abstraction that is implemented by, say , an orchestra.
The rel ations between an abstract data tYRe and an implementation of it are precisely those between a score and a performance of
it. Even the "implementation" of an abstract data type by the mathematical notation used to describe it is paralleled by the rela 
tion between the abstract score and its printed copy.
~

Here is a mathematical example: Peano's axioms describe the abst ract data type natural numbers. Any sequence of ele
ments satisfying those axioms is an implementation of "the" natural numbers and, thus, is a sequence of natural numbers. Simi 
Iar ly , rational numbers can be implemented as equivalence classes of ordered pairs of (an y implementation of) natural numbers.
And an example from science: Different collections of water molecules and collections of alcohol molecules are irnplernen 
tations of the Abstraction liquid,
And, more to the point, perhaps mental phenomena. like abstr act data types, are Abstract ions that can be implemented in
different media, say, human brains as well as electronic computers.

4. REALIZATION AS IMPLEMENTATION.
We can now turn
tion, let us sav that:
(1'1)

to

what Searle means when he says that intentionality is "realized in" the brain. As a first approxirna 

A is realized in B means: A is an 'A bst ract ion implemented in B.

Since Searle claims that mtentionalitv IS also "caused by" the brain, we should inquire into the relationship between being caused
by and our new understanding of being realized in .
Suppose, first, that A is caused bv B. Is A realized in B, in the sense of (T])? The motion of billiard ball #) may be caused
hy the motion of billiard ball #2, vet .. I's motion is not realized in #2's. Kennedv's death was caused bv, but not realized in,
(iswald. The Manu Usa was (eflici~ntly') caused hv, but surely not realized in, Leo~ardo . But: The Mona 'Lisa was (materiall y)
caused by Leonardo's canvas, and it surely' is thereby' realized therein. An American flag might be caused by Fourth-of-Jul y
fireworks. and thereby realized therein. And the sim u la t ion of a stack can be caused by the execution of a program containing
arr a vs; the stack is thereby realized bv the execution of the progr am. So, being caused by does not imply being realized in, but it
is not inconsistent with it. It is possible for A to be caused bv, but not realized in,B.
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Suppose, next, that A is realized in B, in the sense of (Tl). Is A caused by IJ? Consider a stack realized in an array. Is the
stack caused by the array? This is a strange way to express it, but not a bad way: A real stack Ulas caused to be bv a real array.
But it is an abstract stack that is realized in the array, And similarly for the Mona Lisa and the American flag. Thus, let us add
to rri),
(T2)

If an Abstraction A is realized in B, then 'a real A is caused by B.

Moreover,
(T3)

If an Abstraction A is realized in B, then real A is B "under a description" (or, "in a certain guise"],

Is this being fair to Searle? Is his notion of realization the same as the notion of implementation, as captured by (Tl )-{T3)?
There is evidence to suggest that it is. Here, I shall merely note that rrn is consistent with Searle's claim that "mental phenomena
cannot be reduced to something else or eliminated by ... re-definition" (Searle 1983: 2(2), as long as by 'mental phenomena' we
understand something abstract. For to implement an Abstraction is not to reduce it to something (because of the only partial over
lap of properties) nor is it to eliminate it (for the same reason, as well as because of the possibility of distinct implementations). I
would suggest that "implementntionisrn" might prove to be a more fruitful , less constraining viewpoint in the philosophy of sci
ence than reductionism has been.
Before pushing on, let me remind you of rnv purpose. Searle argues that a computer running the Chinese program does not
understand Chinese, because only human brains can thus understand. Understanding, even if describable in a computer program,
is biological; hence, an electronic computer cannot understand. On the other hand, I am arguing that there can be an abstract
notion of understanding-a functional notion, in fact, a computational one -s-that can be implemented in computers as well as in
human brains; hence, both can understand. I gain my leverage over Searle by making a distinction that is implicit in his theory,
but that he fails to make. Just as an array that implements a stack does not do so in the way that a linked list does, so a com
puter that implements the understanding of Chinese need not do so in precisely the wa-.. that a human does. Nevertheless, they
both understand.
The distinction that Searle does not make explicit can be discerned in the following passage:
[Mjental states are as real as any other biological phenomena, as real as lactation, photosynthesis, mitosis, or digestion.
Like these other phenomena, mental states are caused by biological phenomena and in turn cause other biological
phenomena . ('>earle 1983: 264; my italics.)
The use of 'other', here. perhaps begs the question. But it also suggests that by 'mental states' Searle means implementations of
abstract mental states I shall refer to these as implemented mental states.
We are now in a posit ron to see where Searle is led astray . It is simply false to say, as Searle does, that one kind of thing,
"mental st <ltesf,J Me bot h caused by operations of the brain and realized in the structure of the brain" (Searle 1983: 265). Rather, it
is one thing an implernented v-icn t a l state - t ha t is caused bv the operations of the brain, and it is something else altogether-an
abstra . t mental suue that is realized in the structure of the brain.
For example, a "liquid", considered as an Abstraction, can be realized (implemented) in a collection of molecules. But what
that collection cause.~ is actual (or implemented) liquidity. Similarly, the Abstraction, "liquid-properties-of-water", can be realized
(implemented) in different collections of water molecules, but the actual liquid properties of (some particular sample of) water
are caused by different actual behaviors. Moreover, the Abstraction, "liquid" (simpliciter) can certainly be realized (implemented)
in different collections of molecules (water molecules, alcohol molecules, etc.), and the actual liquidity of these molecules is caused
by different actual behaviors; yet all are liquids, not because of the causal relationship, but because of the realizability relation
ship.

So, too, the Abstraction, "understanding" can be realized (implemented) in both humans and computers; actual understand 
in g can be caused bv hath humans and computers; but, because of the realizability relationship, both are understanding.
5. THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CAUSATION AND REALIZATION.
In an analogv, Searle l1983: 2(9) offers an analysis of a combustion engine (see Figure 1), consisting of high-level
phenomena causing other high level phenomena, each of which is both caused bv and realized in corresponding low-level
phenomena, one causing till' other. respectivelv, as in Figure 2.
But Searle's diagram (hg. 1) is not detailed enough; the complexity hinted at in (T3) needs to be made explicit. Searle's
diagram should be augmented by a mid level analysis, as in Figure 3. More distinctions appear in Figure 3 than may actually be
needed; we can , however, disnngu ish the following:
a certain kind of relationship (causal, according to Searle I-c-call it "causation -Ft-c-between the low -level phenomena and the
mid ·level phenomena:
a certain (arguablv distinct) kind of causal relationship-call it "causation ,2"- ·betw een low -level phenomena;
a certain kind of causal relationship-call it "causation -S'l-e between mid· level phenomena, paralleling (and possibly dis
tinct from) causat ion -2;
a certain kind of relationship (arguablv causal l-e-call it "causation 4"·-benveen high level phenomena, paralleling (and pos
sibly distinct from) causation-t and causation 2;
a certain kind of relationship-call it "R"-between mid and high -leve l phenomena; and
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the relationship of realization (or implementation) between low - and high -level phenomena.
How are causation-t , causation -Z, causation-S, and causation-4 related. and what is R? Searle. we have seen, confiates the several
causations. Instead. as the second stage of my theory. I propose the following :
R is the relation of being an instance of.
There are several possibilities for causation-f. The simplest. perhaps, is to define it in terms of realization and R-inverse.
Another is to take it as what Jaegwon Kim has called "Cambridge dependency"-the sort of "non-causal causation"
involved when a sibling's marriage "causes" you to become an in -law. I favor a third interpretation: Castaneda's relation
of consubstantiation (cf'. Castaiieda 1972: Ufl", 1975: 145[)-a relation, somewhat like co-referentiality, holding between
intensional entities. In any case, causation-1 is not a kind of causation at all.
causation -2 is ordinary' . physical causation; and
causation -S is definable in terms of causation-t and causation-Z.
Thus. I propose that when a low -level device realizes (implements) a high -level Abstraction. it produce s a mid -level phenomenon.
A general theory of the relationships of causation (Seartean and otherwise), realization (or implementation). and low-, rnid -, and
high -level phenomena is presented in Figure 4,
We can now apply these distinctions to the Chinese-Room thought experiment. Machine understanding is, indeed. under 
standing. just as human understanding is: They are both instances of the more abstract (functional or computational) characteriza
tion of understanding. Machine understanding is caused -1 by a computer (or computer program) in which abstract understanding
is realized; that is. machine understanding is an instance of abstract understanding. which is realized in a computer,

6. ON THE BIOLOGICAL CHARACTER OF INTENTIONALITY.
This way of looking at the issues clarifies the "biological naturalism" (Searle 1983: 264) that underlies Searle's claim that
non -biological computers cannot exhibit intentionality on the grounds that intentionalit y is biological.
But why must intentionality be biological? Because. according to Searle, only biological systems have the requisite causal
properties to produce intentionality'. What are these causal properties'> Those that are "causal lv capable of producing perception.
action, understanding. learning, and other intentional. phenomena (Searle 1980: 422; m v it.rhcs l, This is nothing if not circular.
Moreover, to implement an abstract data type. it is onlv necessary to have the (phvsicall vt realizable properties of the abstract
data type. (E.g.. for an arra.... to implement a stack, it is sufficient that it can store data and h.r, c .1 "WI"': It need not he mfinitc.)
And Searle has offered us no reason to think that intentionality, abstractly conceived. could not be Implemented in . i heel' ca n and ·
windmill device.
But most importantly', the theory presented here shows that "the requisite causal powers" mean s causat ion I , which is not
real causation at all. The requisite causal powers. then. are simply the ability to realize a species of an Abstraction (or to be con 
substantiated with an instance of an Abstraction), The present theory makes it clear that "causalit y" is a led herring. On ly real 
izability (and perhaps consubstantiation) counts,

7. CONCLUSION.
The relationship between an Abstraction and Its implementations underlies machine understanding of natural language
(and of AI in general l, It is unlike the more familiar relationship between species and individuals (or un iversals and particulars).
Nor is it the case that Implementations are "reductions" of Abstractions. Thus. there is no need to advocate a reduction of the men 
tal to the biological. eliminative or otherwise. Rather. the mental is implement able in the biological. as well as in the digital 
electronic. lrnplementnbrlitv is a notion worth further stud v.
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